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EXPERIMENT "PA_IR"-II. "PIANIT" _ GISNTev)
SUPER-

WITH ( Eo~ 1vI_
Collaboration of experiment ,,Pamir, *)

1. Introduction. A supefamily with halo of extremely high
energy named .Fianit. was recorded in X-ray emulsion cham-
ber (XEC) at the Pamirs (atmospheric depth 600 g/ca2). Here
we present detailed description of the superfamily and re-
sults of its amalysis.

2. Experimental set-up and description qf the event. The
.Fianit,, was recorded in the XEC consisted of two registra-
tion blocks separated by the I m air gap which permit to
evaluate (by a triangulation method] the height of the

initial interaction in the atmosphere up to several kilome-
ters. The method and the structure of the XEC were described
elsewhere rl,2_ . The superfamily was traced in all six
layers of t_aeXEC with selection of the cascades in the

circle of R = 40 cm. Zenith angle of particle arrival was
q8° the height of the initial interaction determined from
the relative distances between the single _-cascades @t
various depths in nuclear emulsions is equal to 3,5 +$._ km.

The _-quanta of high enough energy used for the estimation
of the height were located at distances from _ to 12 cm from
the family center.

In _he center of the family there is a large dark dif-
fused spot (,halo,,), and on the background of it the separa-
te cascades are visible in the upper layer of the XEC.

The energy determination for individual cascades was
performed at the depth of 7.5 c.u., i.e. above the air gap.
About 900 cascades are located out of the central circle
with R = 2 ca, and they need no corrections taking into ac-
count the halo. On the backgroumd from halo, in the ring
0.5 < R < 2.0 cm the energies of nearly 700 cascades were
measured after the corrections commected with halo by the

technique described in / 3/ • The results of the measurements
of cascade energies are glven in Table 1. In the region
R > 2 cm integral spectrum of #-quanta has the power index
(_B= 1.8±0.1 . As far as the _otal depth of XEC is equal
taking into account the inclination] to 13.3 c.u. the had-

ton registration efficiency is -_ q5W only. selection of

hadrons was made at the depth of 13.3 CeU. (the 6th layer)
and as a criterion of a hadron-induced cascade served the
absence of it at a depth 7.5 c.u. (it corresponds To depth
of origin A_ 7 6 c.u.). In the region with 2 _ R
40 cm _6 of such the cascades were observed_ 26 of them be-
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•) Yull list of authors see in HE 1.2-q2. The author of
this paper is also G.T.Zatsepin (Institute for Nuclear
Researches _ Moscow).
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ing with energy E__ _-4 TeV. The power index of this
hadron spectrum occured to be /_ = 1.5±0.2. Some results

of measurements for _-quanta and hadrons are given inTable 1.
Table 1

particles with All _-quanta
2c_ < R< _0c_

i,I _.J

......jv ,, jv
_-q_mta,
Ei_4 TeV 250 2.?.103 720 1.O.104

-- ...... - .... -- J u ,_ ,

ha_rons,

E_r)_4 TeV 26 192 - -

2. Lateral d_stri_utions._ The interesting feature of the
superfamily .Fianit, consists in some structure of lateral
distribution of "_-quanta. In the target diagram of the
family (Fig.l) points the meau centers of the close groups
of _-quanta (clusters), obtained by the method of ,nuc-
lear decascadimg,: to be included in the same cluster each
pair of the cascades has to satisfy the condition

R_-_-l_ _!_-__ , _o = 30 TeV.cm (R_ - the mutual
distance, g_ , Ek - the energies of the cascades).

The number of clusters so obtained with energy _'£_
4 TeV is equal to _/c_= 55, while 38 of them are located out-
side the circle of radius 2 cm. Differential distributions
of R and E_ for clusters are shown in Fig.q, the average
values being 4_c_)=10.5+_.4 cm, <E_=5.8±0.6 GeV.km.
A_ter the comparison with results of /4/ it can be stated
that the high values of _c_._are connected with large
( >> 1 GeV/c) transverse momenta at least for the part of
the initial hadrons or jets.

3. Properties oZ halo. To evaluate the energy o2 the halo- the scanni;_ o_ _he area 4x4 mm with a slit size
500x_O0/_m z was performed in the central part of .Fiamit"

for 5 depths: 3.8, 5_ s 7.5, 11.4 and 13.3 c.u. *)Analysisof the dens_tograms shown, that the total number of par-
ticles reaches the maximum at 11.4 c.u. although the dark-
mess density is still growing up to the last level, 13.3
c.u_ The total numbers of particles at various depths is
given in Table 2.

The energy of the halo can be calculated from the
total number of particles at maximum of_the transition cur-
ve and the typical average energy _ 10 _ eV:

Ehalo _- 1.7.108"108 = 1-7.1016 eV

_ , i i i _ll_t i : t*) Scarmimg was done in P.N.Lebedev Physical Institu e .
(_oscow)and in the Institute of Cosmic Ray Research(Tokyo).
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Table 2

t, eeu. 3.8 5.7 7.5 11.4 13.3

Nto t .10-7 1.2 6.3 13.4 16.6 15.1
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Fig. 2. ER distributions ofclusters.
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Because of the possible influence of the large air gap
this energy estimate is considered as a lower limit.

The comparison of the longitudinal and lateral develop-
ment of the halo with calculations is given in the Figs.3 and
and 4. The last 2 experimental points in _ig.3 are measured
under the air gap_ so they are underestimated. It can be

seen that the longitudinal development can be explained /5/
by the production o_ 4 initial _ quanntawith energies of
each of them _ 10"lo eV at the height 12 c.u. above the
chamber. However for the lateral structure of halo the cal-
culation differs from reality: it gives too high density in
the center and _ 2 times lower at the distance _ 1 cm.
This discrepancy cannot be explained by methodical reasons

and it is necessary to admit the pre6uctlon of the consider-able number of J quanta with initial lateral divergence.

4. ConQlusions. The total energy of _-compgnent of
super_amily .Fimnit, occured to be _ 3.5.10u° eV_ the
total multiplicity of I-quanta _ 1500 so it is now the
most energetic event ever recorded by XEC. Its peculiar
feature is the large number of clusters (55) anomally wide

distributed over Ec_R¢_values.
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